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“Grado is an ambitious 

furniture design brand, a 

professional space 

solution provider, a 

human-space-product 

coordinator and a 

responsible 

environmental protector.

- Alex Chai
FOUNDER & CEO
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HUMANISTIC

Grado offers products and space  
solutions that provide humanistic care  
to people.

3

INSPIRING

Through empowering the workspace,  

Grado products make both employers 

and employees in the office feel more 

inspired and more productive.

1

CONNECTIONAL

Grado Contract makes modern design;  

shaping the connection amongst 
people, product and space.



GRADO HISTORY
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In 2020, Grado started a new living 

product line to bring convenience and  

aesthetics to living spaces. A team  

developing décor & aromatherapy was also  

established in 2022.

FOUNDED

EXPANDING

2014

A design studio was founded - focusing on 
contract furniture design.

2018 GROWING

Grado built an R&D Center and 

established a Sales Team, including 

domestic sales and international sales.

2020-

2022

NOW GRADO NOW

Grado has become a sophisticated and 

independent furniture design company with both 

contract and living product lines, integrating 

150 employees and covering design, 

manufacturing, and sales of Grado products.



MANUFACTURING
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• MODERN MANUFACTURING

The 12,000sqm Grado factory is equipped 

with modern facilities including Japanese CNC 

milling machine, German bench drilling 

machine and a 3D printer.
Grado manufacturing adopts modern

6S management, guaranteeing quality  

products and a modern and 

responsible working environment.

• POWERHOUSE OF ARTISANS

Apart from modern standardization, Grado  

also believes in the warmth of artisanship. 

Grado is proud to work with 5 incredible 

artisans who have specialized in furniture 

manufacturing for over 15 years. They play a 

critical role in product development and are 

deeply involved in the process from the 

beginning.

*Grado’s Deqing factory was ISO9001, ISO45001, China Evironmental Labbelling, FSC certificated.



MANUFACTURING
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• TOP SUPPLIERS FROM  

AROUND THE WORLD

Grado sources only A-list suppliers around the world  to 

provide stable and quality products and  experiences. We 

integrate Danish fabrics, New  Zealand wool, Italian 

leather, Finnish, Russian, and  American wood, and 

Swedish chemicals with crafts  from China.



QUALIFICATIONS
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• QUALITY QUALIFICATIONS

Grado has various quality inspection reports and  

certificates, such as ISO, LEED and FSC reports.  

All of these contribute to Grado qualifications, 

with a view to reassuring our clients that our 

products are secure and reliable.

• DESIGN PATENTS

Grado has obtained over 60 patents of products in  

our contract line, among most of which are  

Certificate of Design Patent and Certificate of Utility 

Model Patent. This speaks for itself that  Grado owns 

its uniqueness and competence.

• 10 YEARS WARRANTY

Grado commits to providing ten-year warranty for  

any furniture product to our loyal customers, in an 

effort to  ensuring that they can recieve the most 

secure  purchasing experience.

LEED V4 FSC

10 YEARS WARRENTY
ISO 45001ISO 9001



SUSTAINABILIT Y
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BUILT RESPONSIBLY

Grado deeply knows that an enterprise is  obliged 
to shoulder environmental and social  

responsibilities. Grado adopts healthy and

resilient wood FSC certifications to build our furniture. 

This is how Grado protects our users, and how we 

jointly protect the natural environment.

• MADE FROM RECYCLED MATERIALS

Felty Box is made from recycled plastic bottles. Grado  made 
Felty Box to remind us that we can all live a green life, and we 
can all contribute to environmental protection.

• ANIMAL PROTECTION

In the context of drought due to global housewarming,  

resulting in homeless animals, Hippo pouf is designed to  

spread the awareness of environment and animal protection,  

in accordance with Grado’s value in environment.



SPACE SOLUTIONS
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SPACE SOLUTION PLANNING

Grado not only provides products, but solutions and inspiration for 

projects in the planning stage. Our solutions consider the features 

and usage of the space as well as the needs of the users.

Grado has experience in hospitality, healthcare, education, and office 

environments.

HOSPITALIT Y HEALTHCARE

EDUCATION OFFICE



THANK YOU
Please contact Profile Systems for 

further information
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